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Read This First!

before you begin using the Odyssey7Q, we strongly suggest you review 
the included Quick start Guide, as well as: 

1. always record to the internal MeDia OF tHe caMera; this is critical for proper 
timecode and ideal for dual media / backup.

2. DO NOT REMOVE THE FOUR SCREWS FROM REAR OF CASE.  this may result in damage 
to the OleD panel.  such damage is not covered by warranty.

3. power and cabling: Make sure you have PROPER POWER (6.5-34vdc), plugged in to the 
proper power port (left side of recorder), and that 3G-rated sDi cables are used.

4. Power source must be able to provide up to 24 watts at all times to the Odyssey7Q.

5. when powering the Odyssey7Q from an arri aleXa camera, we recommend using the 
24V r/s Fischer-3 output from the aleXa using the optional convergent Design cable.

6. Familiarize yourself with the equipment and test prior to shooting. 

7. before using the ssD’s it is IMPERATIVE TO FORMAT them in the Odyssey7Q. For-matting 
ssD media is a DestructiVe prOcess; any existing data will be lost during format.

8. ensure that the camera’s viewfinder data is not being recorded; IF YOU SEE VIEW-FINDER 
DATA ON THE ODYSSEY7Q monitor, then it will be recorded!  in a future update, if your 
camera can provide both clean and data-overlayed video feeds, it will be possible to monitor 
one while recording the other.

9. NEVER DELETE ANY FILES OFF AN SSD FROM A COMPUTER, except when going 
through a firmware update procedure.

10. while we recommend that you always maintain the latest firmware on your Odyssey7Q, 
we DO nOt recOMMenD upDatinG iF yOu are in tHe MiDDle OF a sHOOt (unless 
instructed by technical support).

11. when offloading media, ALWAYS MAKE A BACKUP COPY, ideally to a raiD1 drive.

12. be sure to allow the Odyssey7Q to finish closing a record file before taking any further 
action.

!

For the latest firmware, product manuals and other information visit convergent-Design.comi
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Product Features

MoniToRing

•	 professional Monitor.  7.7” 1280x800 OleD panel featuring full range color gamut for 
rec709 and Dci p3 viewing.   

•	 image analysis tools. waveform, Vectorscope (in future update), Histogram, False color 
exposure view, Zebra, three-mode Focus assist, pixel Zoom (1:1 & 2:1), and Frame Guides. 

•	 Multi-stream Monitoring.  up to four HD video signals can be input and viewed 
simultaneously (quad-split) or sequentially (choose between inputs for full screen display).  
a future paid update will allow Multi-stream recording and a greater control live switching.  

•	 Flexible i/O.  two dedicated 3G-sDi inputs, two dedicated 3G-sDi outputs, two switchable 
3G-sDi input/outputs, one HDMi input, one HDMi output.

REcoRding

•	 High-capacity recording.  two high-speed solid state Drives (ssD), available in 256Gb or 
512Gb, allow for extended recording. 

•	 Uncompressed 4:4:4 RgB hd video recording.  record HD video in 10-bit dPX files.  
additional popular compressed codecs will be available at a later date via free firmware 
update. 

•	 raw record Options.  Optional recording features available at any time for purchase or 
time-based rental*.   

RAW Record options include: ARRIRAW (ALEXA), Canon RAW (C500), Sony RAW (FS700), 
2K RAW(various specialty & industrial manufacturers) and Apple ProRes 422. 

•	 compressed Apple ProRes 422
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oThER FEATUREs

•	 Versatile power.  wide voltage range (6.5-34v) and low draw (8-15w, depending on mode) 
for great flexibility of battery and other power options. 

•	 light weight.  a magnesium case and efficient board design means only 1.25lbs for the 
basic unit. 

•	 small size.  even with a 7.7” screen, the Odyssey7Q is approximately 8”x6”x1”, making it 
easy to use on cameras, mounted in tight spots or held in one’s hand. 

•	 Dual ssD architecture. long record time, will automatically span from one ssD to the other.

MoUnTing

the Odyssey7Q features three ¼”x20 threaded sockets, one on the lower rear of the case and 
one each on the left and right sides of the case.  Do not exceed 11mm of depth when inserting a 
bolt, otherwise damage may occur to the Odyssey7Q.  additionally, there are four M3 threaded 
socketson the rear of the case and two M4 sockets on each of the sides of the case.

Product Features (Continued)
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Product specifications
Display 7.7" OleD, 1280x800, rGb 8-bit panel, ~ 16 million colors, wide gamut, 3400:1 

contrast, 176° Viewing, true blacks

sDi Video i/O sD*/HD/3G support: single/Dual link, 2-inputs, 2-Outputs, 2 bi-Directional (can 
be inputs or outputs), Full-size bncs

HDMi Video i/O HDMi i/O Version 1.4a support, up to 1080p30 422 8-bit 

lut support arri, canon, sony, or custom user-loadable luts*

Focus assist Video + edges, edges Only, enhanced edges, user choice of color: red, Green, or 
blue + pulsing

Zebras two levels, one allows for a user specified range, the other is active on a specified 
ire level and above

False color False color with 4 programmable levels

waveform Monitor luma only, rGb, red only, blue only, Green only, and rGb parade

Histogram luma only, rGb, or red, blue or Green individually

Vectorscope** color vectorscope with 2X zoom

1:1 pixel Mode image Zoom, Vertical Flip and Horizontal Flop, aspect ratio Guides,  Horizon 
indicator

Quad stream Display Display four independent HD streams simultaneously (Quad-split) with live-switch 
capability 

Digital audio i/O** 8-channel embedded audio (48KHz, 24-bit) (2 channel initially, 8-channel via 
future firmware update)

analog audio i/O** 3.5mm stereo unbalanced input up to -10db, 3.5mm stereo headphone output

remote and timecode** rs-232 i/O programmable GpiO. timecode: ltc i/O (bnc) or embedded sDi / 
HDMi 

user interface capacitive touchscreen, two user-programmable context-sensitive mechanical 
keys 

Dc power input 6.5 to 34 VDc with built-in reverse polarity protection; locking neutrik connector, 
built-in power switch

power Draw 8 watts (monitor only), 9-15 watts (simultaneous monitor/record mode)

weight and size 560 grams / 1.3 lbs., 7.9" x 6.1" x 1.0" (200 x 155 x 25 mm), -10 to +40°c 
(Operating), -20 to +70°c (storage)

Onion skinning** Overlay pre-recorded still frame on live video with opacity slider*

View Monitor Out Display the monitor-out (viewfinder data) on the OleD while recording a clean 
video signal. 

record clean Video available when using the sony F3, sony Fs700, canon c500 and arri alexa 
cameras.

record triggers touchscreen, sDi record trigger (arri, canon, panasonic, red, sony), Optional 
remote control cable

recording ssD Media convergent Design ssDs with power-loss protection, in 256 and 512 Gb sizes, 
420Mb/sec write, 500Mb/sec read speed, compatible with usb 3.0 and 
thunderbolt adapters. ssDs and adpaters sold separately. 

recording Formats 
(base Odyssey7Q)**

compressed formats: 1080p 10-bit ycc 422 up to 120fps, 1080p rGb 12-bit 444 
up to 60fps*  uncompressed formats: 1080p rGb 10/12-bit 444 up to 60fps

* Available in RAW modes only currently.
** Available in the future via a free firmware update.
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Recording capabilities

the Odyssey7Q can record a variety of HD video signals and, with optional recording keys, 
several raw data video formats.  with another optional recording key the Odyssey7Q will also 
be able to record up to four HD video signals simultaneously. 

all recording options are available for demo on the Odyssey7Q, but will appear with a blue or 
pink line “watermark” across the recorded image.  

recording options are available to purchase or (in the near future) rent on a time-active basis 
from the convergent Design website at:
http://www.convergent-design.com/products/Odyssey7Q.aspx#Overview-42.

incLUdEd FREE WiTh odyssEy7Q

hd vidEo the Odyssey7Q records HD video as uncompressed 10-bit.DpX stacks or 
10-bit apple prores 422

all .DpX files are recorded 4:4:4. 4:2:2 video signals are upconverted to 
4:4:4.

3G-sDi: accepted 1080p/psf frame rates: 23.98, 24, 25, 29.97, 30, 50, 59.97, 
60 (adding More) Note: 50, 59.97 & 60 are only available in DPX

HDMi: accepted 1080p/psf frame rates: 23.98, 24, 25, 29.97, 30, 50i, 60i

compressed apple prores 422 1080p/psf 23, 24, 25, 29

2K/1080p 12-bit support 23.98, 24, 25, 29.97 & 10-bit

Future free firmware updates will include additional compressed video 
codecs with expanded frame rate, resolution selections, interlaced support, 
and pull down support.

MULTi-sTREAM hd 
vidEo MoniToRing

3G-sDi accepted 1080p/psf frame rates: 23.98, 24, 25, 29.97, 30, 50i, 60i

up to four HD video signals viewable simultaneously.  

OleD display divided into quadrants or a single input may be selected for 
full screen display.  

inputs are sDi a, sDi b, sDi a iO, sDi b iO (signals autodetected; sDi a 
must always be present).

HD video signals do not need to be Genlocked.

HD video signals do not need to match frame rates.

HDMi input available in future free firmware update.

nOte: this is a monitoring mode only.  a future option will allow recording 
of up to four HD video signals.

if feeding video from a switcher to Odyssey7Q, the switcher must have 
internal frame synchronizers or the cameras input to the switcher must be 
genlocked.
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Recording capabilities (Continued)

oPTionAL REcoRd kEys (AvAiLABLE FoR PURchAsE)

ARRi ALEXA 
ARRiRAW

the Odyssey7Q supports all arriraw formats and frame rates output by 
aleXa classic cameras.

arriraw data is recorded as .ari files.

arriraw 16:9 frame rates: 23.98, 24, 25, 29.97, 30, 48*, 50*, 59.97*, 60*

arriraw 4:3 frame rates: 23.98, 24, 25, 29.97, 30, 48*

NOTE:  ARRIRAW above 30fps requires two SSDs to simultaneously record.  
In a future firmware update only one SSD will be required for all frame rates.

 

cAnon c500 
cinEMA RAW

the Odyssey7Q supports canon c500 4K raw.  Future firmware updates 
will support 4K “Half raw”, “slow & Fast” mode, and other c500 formats.

canon cinema raw data is recorded as .rMF files.

4K (4096x2160 & 3840x2160)

supported 4K raw frame rates: 23.98, 24, 25, 29.97, 50*, 59.94*

2K/1080p 12-bit support 23.98, 24, 25, 29.97 & 10-bit

NOTE: Canon RAW 50-60p requires two SSDs to simultaneously record.
 

sony Fs700 RAW the Odyssey7Q supports sony Fs700 4K & 2K raw, high bit-depth HD 
derived from 4K. Future firmware updates will support 4K compressed 
solutions, other recording options.

Fs700 4K raw frame rates: 23.98, 25, 29.97, 50, 59.94

Fs700 2K raw frame rates: 23.98, 25, 29.97, 50, 59.94, 100, 120, 200*, 240*

nOte: Fs700 4K/2K raw data is recorded as .DnG files. 

Fs700 4K raw to apple prores 422 / 10-bit / 23.98, 25, 29.97

NOTE:  *2K RAW 200fps and 240fps require two SSDs to simultaneously 
record.

 

HD/2K raw
Future firmware updates will include a recording option for several industrial and special-use 
cameras.
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Record Time capacities

the Odyssey7Q can record numerous video and data formats.  record time varies based on 
format.  the chart below indicates maximum record time in minutes based on the use of two 
512Gb ssDs (1tb).  For 512Gb (one 512Gb ssD or two 256Gb ssDs), divide in half.  For 256Gb, 
divide by four.

MAXiMUM REcoRd TiME in MinUTEs To TWo 512gB ssds (1TB)

Recording Format 24fps 25fps 30fps 50fps 60fps
2K/1080p HD Video (uncompressed 12-bit DpX) 74 72 60

2K/1080p HD Video (uncompressed 10-bit DpX) 87 84 70 42 35

apple prores 422 (10-bit compressed 1080p HD) 670 644 580

sony Fs700 4K raw 52 50 40 25 20

sony Fs700 2K raw 200 192 160 96 80

    FS700 2K RAW @ 120fps = 40 minutes

    FS700 2K RAW @ 240fps = 20 minutes

sony Fs700 4K raw to apple prores 422 (HD) 670 644 580

arriraw 16:9 100 97 80 46 40

arriraw 4:3  (48fps top speed = 38 minutes) 76 73 60

canon c500 cinema raw 4K 62 60 50 30 25
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Package contents

Odyssey7Q box contains one (1) Odyssey7Q monitor/recorder and one (1) universal power 
supply.

MEDIA AND ACCESSORIES SOLD SEPARATELY!
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convergent design ssD Media

2.5” PREMiUM ssd MEdiA

to enable recording on the Odyssey7Q, you must use specific ssD media: Only convergent 
Design premium ssD’s will work in the Odyssey7Q. these ssD’s, available in 256Gb and 512Gb, 
must be purchased separately. Firware updates must be completed only with convergent 
Design pemium ssDs.

256Gb ssD for Odyssey7 and 7Q     cd-ssd-256gB
512Gb ssD for Odyssey7 and 7Q      cd-ssd-512gB
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BoTToM sidE oF odyssEy7Q

there are eleven connector ports on the bottom side of the Odyssey7Q (left to right) 

PWR on power input socket to Odyssey7Q (see Getting started – power).  Just in front of the pwr 
On port is a button, which is a Force power On/Off control.  Hold button five seconds to 
force power off.  this is only to be used if standard power on or off procedures fail (see 
Getting started – initializing).

sdi A in bnc connector for 3G-sDi input a

sdi B in bnc connector for 3G-sDi input b

LTc io bnc connector for linear timecode input/output

sdi A io bnc connector for 3G-sDi input/output a.  in Multi-stream monitoring mode, the Odyssey7Q 
can accept up to four HD video inputs.  these iO ports allow additional inputs or additional 
outputs for the Odyssey7Q.

hdMi in HDMi 1.4 input from HDMi video source.

sdi B io bnc connector for 3G-sDi input/output b.  in Multi-stream monitoring mode, the Odyssey7Q 
can accept up to four HD video inputs.  these iO ports allow additional inputs or additional 
outputs for the Odyssey7Q.

sdi A oUT bnc connector for 3G-sDi output a

sdi B oUT bnc connector for 3G-sDi output b

AUd in 3.5mm mini-phone stereo socket for analog audio in.  this input will be enabled in a free 
future firmware update.

AUd oUT 3.5mm mini-phone stereo headphone socket.

ToP oF odyssEy7Q

there are two solid state Drive (ssD) slots, ssD1 and ssD2.

Only convergent Design 256Gb and 512Gb ssDs can be used on the Odyssey7Q.  to mount 
ssD, insert connector-end first with the label facing forward and the handle near flush with the 
back of the Odyssey7Q.  push gently but firmly until the handle flange is flush with the top of 
the Odyssey7Q.  it is a snug fit, but the ssD should insert smoothly.

odyssey7Q anatomy

Power
Button

sdi A
 in

sdi B 
i/o

sdi A
 i/o

hdMi 
in

sdi B
in

sdi A
oUT

AUdio
in

sdi B
oUT

AUdio
oUT

LTc 
i/o

dc in
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LEFT sidE oF odyssEy7Q

there are two Function buttons, F1 lOcK and F2 sHut DOwn.

F1 LOCK lockout control for the Odyssey7Q touchscreen.  push to engage and screen lOcK will 
appear in the center of the touchscreen’s upper tool bar.  push F1 again to disengage.

F2 SHUT 
DOWN

preferred method to power down the Odyssey7Q.  properly closes files on the ssDs and 
performs other maintenance functions (see Getting started -- powering Down).  push to 
activate prompt asking saFely pOwer DOwn unit? In a future free firmware update it will 
be possible to program these buttons for additional func-tions.

RighT sidE oF odyssEy7Q

there are three connector ports, (top to bottom) usb, HDMi Out and rMt. 

USB an access point for servicing by convergent Design.  a future free firmware update 
will allow firmware updates via this port.

hdMi oUT Output to an HDMi compatible device

RMT a remote control connection to the Odyssey7Q.  
in a future free firmware update the rMt port will allow full control 
interface with the functions of the Odyssey7Q. 

kEnsingTon 
Lock PoRT

a rectangular hole above the rMt port is for accepting a Kensington 
security lock.

MoUnTing

the Odyssey7Q features three ¼”x20 threaded sockets, one on the lower rear of the case and one 
each on the left and right sides of the case.  Do not exceed 11mm of depth when inserting a bolt, 
otherwise damage may occur to the Odyssey7Q.  additionally, there are six M3 threaded sockets, 
four on the rear of the case and two each on the left and right sides of the case.

odyssey7Q anatomy (Continued)
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getting started

odyssEy7Q AcTivATion

convergent Design requires each Odyssey7Q to be registered via our website.  this is so that 
we can provide notices of free firmware updates, issue alerts for critical issues, and track rentals 
or purchases of record options.  

upon first initializing of the Odyssey7Q (see below), a prompt will appear asking if the device is 
to be activated at this time or if it is to be used in DeMO mode.  in DeMO mode the Odyssey7Q 
is fully functional, however a blue or pink bar “watermark” will appear in any recorded video.  
the activation prompt will appear upon every initialization of the Odyssey7Q until the device is 
activated.  when activate is selected, follow the prompts to activate the Odyssey7Q.  

in order to activate the Odyssey7Q after initial purchase, go to http://www.convergent-design.
com to register the unit.

also, make sure your Odyssey7Q has the latest firmware, posted here: 
http://www.convergent-design.com/Firmwareupdates/Odyssey7Q.aspx. 

See Firmware Updates under the Appendix below for more information on how to put new 
firmware on your Odyssey7Q.

iniTiALizing

plug in power to the Odyssey7Q.  it should take about 5-10 seconds to initialize, depending on 
the mode it is set to.  if the Odyssey7Q does not self-initialize, push the pwr On button next to 
the power socket on the lower left corner of the Odyssey7Q.

as part of the initializing process, sMpte color bars may 
appear briefly on the screen.  if there is a signal input into sDi 
a in that matches the record format the Odyssey7Q is set to, 
then the image should appear on the screen.  if there are ssDs 
mounted in the Odyssey7Q then a DetectinG ssD message 
will appear on the lower left of the screen.  if the ssD needs to 
be re-initialized or formatted, a second message may appear.  
if the trigger button in the upper tool bar appears as a red 
box surrounding a white circle, then the Odyssey7Q is ready to 
record.
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sETTing UP & Using ThE odyssEy7Q

the touch screen of the Odyssey7Q features all of the device’s controls in a straightforward, 
easy to navigate structure.  each box is a “virtual button.”  tap it briefly to activate/deactivate 
it, or hold it for a few seconds to open up the menu defining its function. the controls at the 
top of the display (upper tool bar) are the recording, playback and formatting administration.  
the controls at the bottom of the display (lower tool bar) are the image analysis adjustments.

upper tool bar – record Mode

ThE odyssEy7Q MEnU

starting on the left, tapping the [☼] button brings up the initial setup menus for the 
Odyssey7Q.  Don’t be intimidated by the number of selections in the [☼] section.  this is by far 
the most in-depth section of the Odyssey7Q touchscreen menus: 

(Please see the Odyssey7Q Menus section of this manual for a full explanation of all menu 
functions.)

PoWERing doWn

while it may seem an odd time to note this, it is important to know that there is a preferred 
method to shutting down the Odyssey7Q.  On the left side of the case, the F2 sHut DOwn 
button should be pressed.  this prompts a confirmation to “saFely pOwer DOwn unit?”  
powering down in this fashion properly closes the files and directory system on the ssDs, 
preventing corruption.  if the Odyssey7Q should ever suffer a failure and the F2 sHut DOwn 
sequence does not function properly, the unit can be Force power Off by holding the pwr On 
button by the power socket on the lower left corner of the Odyssey7Q, or simply by pulling 
the power connector out of the power socket.  if the Odyssey7Q is ever powered down in this 
fashion, it is important to run a recovery on the ssDs in the Odyssey7Q menu at
Menu » ODyssey » ssD’s » recOVer ssD1 » recOVer ssD2

getting started (Continued)

ODYSSEY SETUP RECORD INPUTS OUTPUTS
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Working w/ Media

REcoRding To ssd MEdiA

the ssDs will automatically span from ssD1 to ssD2.  this means that if a file is recording to 
ssD1 and fills the available memory, the recording will continue uninterrupted on ssD2.  the 
exception to this is when recording in a high data rate mode that requires both ssDs to be 
recorded to simultaneously, such as Fs700 record Option, 2K raw @ 240fps.  For more 
information on record times and ssD capacity, see record time capacities.  a future free 
firmware update will also allow the option of simultaneous dual recording, in which both ssDs 
record identical files for backup purposes.

Loss oF PoWER dURing A REcoRd

you should never power off the camera while recording, many camera’s including the aleXa, 
disable the user from doing so while recording. included in the Odyssey 7Q’s recovery 
mechanism, is in case of power loss, you will loose the last couple frames of the record, but 
not the last take. you will receive several error messages due to the loss of source. if the unit 
fails to close the last clip and return to normal operation once the source has returned. you will 
need to remove the power from the unit, then re-power the unit.

after any failure of this type, the Odyssey will automatically mark the ssD’s as full, once power 
is restored to the unit. you will need to offload the footage, before you will be able to continue 
recording, in order to help ensure proper recovery of the previous recordings.

doWnLoAding MEdiA

always make sure to properly safe eject to dismount ssDs before removing from Odyssey7Q.
while the Odyssey7Q drives are exclusive convergent Design products, they utilize a standard 
2.5” sata interface.  no expensive proprietary download stations are required.  consumer 
card adapters such as seagate GoFlex adapters (see Third Party Accessories in this manual) 
are available with thunderbolt or usb 3.0 interface. thunderbolt is fastest and usb 3.0 is most 
common and self-powering.  Firewire 800 is not recommended as it will take a very long time 
to download files.
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FiLE MAnAgEMEnT soFTWARE

convergent Design has two free file utility programs, cD transfer and cD clip Merger, available 
for download for both Mac & pc on our website:
http://www.convergent-design.com/Downloads.aspx#tptab44

cd dATA UnPAckER 
Higher frame rate 8-12-bit (1920x1080, 2048x1080) DpX files are recorded in “packed” files.  cD 
Data unpacker utility copies and converts 1080p/59.94 and 1080p/60 DpX files and clips.  the 
DpX files are converted from a “packed” to “unpacked” data format.  Other DpX frame rates 
and other files formats do not need unpacking. 

cd cLiP MERgER
some high data rate formats need to be striped (aka raiDed) across two ssDs when recording 
in the Odyssey7Q.  after offloading these file folders onto a local drive on a computer, cD clip 
Merger combines matching raiDed folders into single file folders.  

Odyssey7Q raiDed recording formats include arriraw 4:3 @ 48fps and sony Fs700 2K raw 
@ 200fps and 240fps.

basic instructions for using cD clip Merger software

1. create a folder to hold your footage on our Hard Disk Drive or raid system,  giving it a 
name meaningful to you, such as “project name - camera a - 2013-09-12” 

2. Open the }clips{_Odyssey7Q folder on your first ssD and copy all of the folders to the 
folder created in step 1. Do not copy the folder itself, copy the contents of the folder. 

3. Open the }clips{_Odyssey7Q folder on your second ssD  and copy all of the folders to the 
folder created in step 1.   Do not copy the folder itself, copy the contents of the folder. 

4. run the cD clip Merger program.
 
additional instructions are available in the “readme” file included in the download. 

TRAnsFER TooL FoR APPLE PRoREs
copies  apple proress files recorded on the Odyssey7Q and merges files within each clip.
also optimizes apple prores clips for playback and editing.

FiLE sToRAgE

the Odyssey ssD’s support read rates of 500 Mbytes/sec. Keep in mind you will be limited by 
the slowest median in the transfer process. For example: esata 3Gbps interface cards have a 
max performance of ~270Mbps, and esata 1.5Gbps have a max performance of ~130Mbps.
typical Hard Drives (non-raiD) generally perform anywhere in the range of 80-130Mbps. 
For maximum performance, make sure you are using esata 6 Gbps, usb 3.0 or thunderbolt to 
a raid configuration. 

Working w/ Media (Continued)
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Working w/ Media (Continued)

Video Format Video Data Rate Suggested RAID Configuration
Real Time Playback/Edit

arri/2K/1080p24  4:4:4  10-bit DpX 186.6 Mb/sec. 300

1080p25  4:4:4  10-bit 194.4 Mb/sec. 300

1080p30  4:4:4  10-bit 233.3 Mb/sec. 400

1080p50 10-bit 400 Mb/sec. 600

1080p60 10-bit 500 Mb/sec. 600 

HD compressed apple prores 422 30Mb/sec. 100

2K raw 23.98-120 500 Mb/sec. 600

4K raw 23.98-29.97 500 Mb/sec. 600

4K raw 50/60p  2K 200/240p 850 Mb/sec. 1000
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Post production

WoRking WiTh FiLEs REcoRdEd By ThE odyssEy7Q

there are numerous post systems and nles that can read natively the various file formats 
recorded by the Odyssey7Q.  some nles may require plug-ins in order to read certain file 
formats.  blackmagic Design resolve software is available for free and can read all formats 
recorded by the Odyssey7Q.

FiLE sTRUcTURE

UncoMPREssEd sUPPoRT  (dPX sEQUEncE) 

all uncompressed recording on the Odyssey 7Q is recorded as 10 bit rGb 4:4:4 DpX, this is 
for all sources regardless if the source is 8 bit, 10 bit, 4:2:2, 4:4:4. with 12 bit camera’s the files 
are recorded as a 16 bit DpX, for more universal compatibility. also note that with DpX files 
timecode, and clip Metadata is stored in every frame, as well as in the XMl file within each clip. 
all audio is recorded 48Hz 16 bit uncompressed wav audio. 

also note 1080p59.94/60p, 1080p119/120 and 12 bit files are recorded as packed, so our cD 
unpacker utility will need to be used before the files can be used in any editor. 

native 10-bit / 16-bit dPX support
adobe cs6 / adobe cscc black Magic DaVinci resolve Grass Valley eduis (Does not support 16-bit)

apple color cineform studio the Foundry nuke

autoDesk smoke colorFront Onset Dailies Xnview(Does not support 16-bit)

assimilate scratch lab DJViewer

avid Ds eyeon Fusion

Plugins for dPX support
Glue tools apple Fcp pro

apple Fcp pro X

Meta Fuse avid Media composer
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sony Fs700 RAW sUPPoRT (dng sEQUEncEs) 

all Fs700 raw recording on the Odyssey7Q is recorded as a 12-bit linear cinema DnG file. with 
DnG files, timecode and clip metadata is stored in every frame, as well as in the XMl file within 
each clip. all audio is recorded 48Hz 16 bit uncompressed waV audio. 

it is important to correctly set the white balance of the camera, as this is baked into the raw 
file.

native cinema dng support
adobe cc (Future update) assimilate scratch lab  (future update)

apple Fcp X, aperture black Magic DaVinci resolve

Fs700 RAW: dEALing WiTh RAW FiLEs

note that Fs700 raw files are linear, thus the files need a Gamma 2.2 correction in order to 
look correct.  you may notice when you first import your files that they appear very dark before 
correction.

Fs700 dAvinci REsoLvE iMPoRT sETTings
1. right click on the file and select “edit cinema DnG codec settings”

2. then under the caMera raw select be sure cinemaDnG is selected from the drop down 
menu.

3. set the Decode using method to cinemaDnG Default* (also be sure your project is setup 
correctly) 

4. set the white balance to as shot

5. set the color space to rec709 

6. set the Gamma to rec709

7. leave Highlight recovery off

8. click apply

For you convince convergent Design has Generated several example lut’s that can be 
applied to your raw footage. Keep in mind these luts are an approximation, and may need 
adjusting depending on your application. 

Post production (Continued)
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Post production (Continued)
To LoAd 3d LUT’s inTo dAvinci REsoLvE

1. select the project settings wheel, and navigate to look up tables

2. select Open lut Folder, and copy the included example luts into this folder.

3. now select update lists

4. now in the media browser you can right click on your raw file and select 3D lut and 
select the lut you wish to apply from the list. 

Note the following about each CD example LUT

Fs700_Raw_slog.cube
this lut can be applied to view a simulated slOG2 look. based on the raw recording with the 
slOG2 picture profile, also note the image should closely match the internal media. 

*cinemadng default, or camera Metadata can also be used for this setting. 

Fs700 FcP X iMPoRT sETTings

Once you have created a new project be sure to check the following settings:

1. under Final cut Pro select Preferences 

2. be sure the still images editing duration is set to 0.0.1 seconds

3. select navigate to File and select import Media

4. navigate to the clips directory, and select the clip Folder contain your Fs700 Raw files.

5. at this point you can start correcting the files to a 2.2 Gamma. using the color Board.

* Note if you are recording the the internal media you can import the matching Slog2 file, and select 
Match color for a close approximation of Slog2, but will most likely need additional tweaking.  
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cAnon c500 4k RAW sUPPoRT

all canon c500 4K recording on the Odyssey 7Q is recorded as 10 bit cinema raw file. 
also note that with rMF files timecode, and clip Metadata is stored in every frame, as well as in 
the XMl file within each clip. all audio is recorded 48Hz 32 bit uncompressed wav audio. 

It is important to correctly set the white balance of the camera, as this is baked into the Raw file.

native cinema Raw support
assimilate scratch lab black Magic DaVinci resolve canon cinema raw Development

ARRi ALEXA ARRiRAW sUPPoRT

all arri alexa 16:9 and 4:3 arriraw recordings on the Odyssey 7Q is recorded as 12 
bit arriraw file, also note that with ari files timecode, and clip Metadata is stored in 
every frame, as well as in the XMl file within each clip. all audio is recorded 48Hz 16 bit 
uncompressed wav audio. 

native ARRiRAW support
adobe cs6 / adobe cscc black Magic DaVinci resolve the Foundry nuke

autoDesk smoke cineform studio colorFront Onset Dailies

assimilate scratch lab eyeon Fusion

For a more extensive list on arriraw and workflow please visit:
http://www.arri.com/camera/digital_cameras/workflow/working_with_arriraw/recording/
arriraw_t_link/

Post production (Continued)
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sysTEM sTATUs BUTTons

Displays critical specs of Odyssey7Q.  input voltage, current 
wattage draw of Odyssey7Q (varies with mode), current 
temperature of main processor.  tapping button brings up 
more detailed information including the abOut menu of the 
Odyssey7Q.

the Odyssey7Q has a wide internal operating temperature 
window, up to 65° celsius (149° Fahrenheit).  the Odyssey7Q 
uses its magnesium case to passively shed excess heat.  there 
are no vents or fans.  even under most harsh conditions, 
the Odyssey7Q should not suffer any operational issues 
due to heat.  However, if the internal temperature of the 
Odyssey7Q rises high enough there are a series of warnings 
and safeguards in place to protect the device and the recorded 
files.

TEMPERATURE WARnings And sAFEgUARds
System Status Text & Warning Operational Protection

59° c yellow text no change to operation

61° c red text & flashing warning new recordings prevented

65° c red text & flashing warning current recording stopped

the Odyssey7Q has a wide range of acceptable voltage for incoming power, from 6.5 volts to 
34 volts.  the total wattage draw from the Odyssey7Q varies depending on the operational 
mode it is set to, but is always within a very modest range from less than 8 watts to no more 
than 15 watts.  this allows a variety of battery options to be used with the device.  while there 
are file recovery parameters in place, it is never a good idea to lose power while in the midst of 
recording.  if the incoming voltage to the Odyssey7Q drops low enough there are a series of 
warnings and safeguards in place to protect the device and the recorded files.

LoW PoWER WARnings & sAFEgUARds
Voltage Level System Status Text & Warning Operational Protection
6.7v yellow text no change to operation

6.5v red text & flashing warning new recordings prevented

6.0v red text & flashing warning current recording stopped

odyssey7Q Menus

12.2V
8.1W
+40°C
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inPUT sTATUs BUTTTon

29.97  4K

S-LOG2

Displays current video input signal type.  tapping button 
brings up detailed information on input and Output signals, 
record mode and frame rates.

REcoRd sTATUs BUTTon

4K->HD
PRORES

Displays current recording format.  tapping button brings up 
detailed information on recording type and frame rates.

TRiggER BUTTon

Displays status of recording mode.  when button is red with a 
white circle it is ready to record.  when Gray there is no signal 
available to record.  while recording, the button is blue with 
a white square and the background of the entire top menu 
is red. if rec button is selected as the trigger then tapping 
button triggers record start/stop ([*] [recOrD] [triGGer] 
[rec buttOn]). in play mode the button becomes the 
playback trigger.

ssd1 sTATUs BUTTon

 

02:12
Displays record time available given current settings (HH:MM).  
tapping button brings up detailed information on ssD1 status.

ssd EjEcT BUTTon

prompts a confirmation to safely eject ssD?  this is the proper 
method for dismounting and ejecting ssDs so that the files 
and directories can be closed properly.

ssd2 sTATUs BUTTon

 

02:12
Displays record time available given current settings (HH:MM).  
tapping button brings up detailed information on ssD1 status.

odyssey7Q Menus (Continued)
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REc/PLAy BUTTon

Displays current status as to whether Odyssey7Q is in record 
or playback mode.  tapping button toggles between modes.
nOte: playbacK MODe cHanGes tHe upper tOOl bar.  
see upper tOOl bar – playbacK MODe, belOw.

cLiP METAdATA BUTTon

CLIP0000
005_000
.MOV   A

Displays detailed information on clip metadata.  clip name, 
reel name/number, scene name/number, take #, Day #, 
camera designation and project name are indicated.  tapping 
on button opens menu to adjust clip metadata.

LAsT TAkE BUTTon

LAST TAKE
00:00:05
650 FRAMES

Displays timecode start and elapsed time of last recorded take.  
tapping button brings up detailed information of the last take 
recorded.

AUdio METERs

Displays left and right audio levels. press and hold level Meter 
to access audio Meters menu. 

odyssey7Q Menus (Continued)
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UPPER TooL BAR - PLAy ModE

tapping the rec/play button toggles the upper tool bar to playback mode.  upper tool bar 
selections different from record mode are highlighted in blue.

 

PLAy LisT BUTTon

PLAY
LIST

tapping button displays a list of recorded files.  Files can be 
selected for playback and can be continuously played back in 
a loop.

PLAy LAsT BUTTon

PLAY LAST Displays last recorded clip name.  tapping button brings up 
detailed information on the last recorded clip.

TRiggER BUTTon

tapping the blue button surrounding the white triangle 
triggers playback of the play list.  if no play list has been 
selected the last recorded clip will play.

oUTPUT sTATUs / PRojEcT RATE BUTTon

2K60P*
4:2:2

Displays current sDi output setting.  tapping button brings up 
detailed information on the Output status.  to change these 
settings, go to [*] [Outputs] [MODe].

odyssey7Q Menus (Continued)
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odyssey7Q Menus (Continued)

LoWER TooL BAR

in addition to being a high quality recorder of multiple formats, the Odyssey7Q is also a full-
featured production monitor.  the lower tool bar activates and controls the monitoring and 
image analysis functions.

OLED   GUIDE   LUT   FOCUS   ZOOM    00:12:16:72  FALSE   ZEBRA    WFM    HIST    HIDE  

oLEd

OLED  tapping button brings up OleD monitor settings.  controls are 
for brightness, contrast, backlight and color Gamut (rec709 
or Dci p3).  these controls are for the Odyssey7Q OleD panel 
only, and will not affect the recorded signal or the signal from 
any of the device’s outputs.  the Odyssey7Q display is capable 
of presenting the full contrast and color gamut of both the 
rec709 and Dci p3 standards.

assuming a standard, properly attenuated video signal from 
the camera, the Odyssey7Q defaults are 50% for brightness 
and contrast, medium for backlight and rec709 for color 
Gamut.  unless otherwise noted, any standard HD video source 
should be a rec709-compliant signal, not Dci p3, which is for 
digital cinema displays.  additional controls will be available in 
a future free firmware update.

gUidE

GUIDE  tapping button activates Frame Guides.  Holding button brings 
up the Frame Guides settings.  current choices are 1.85:1 and 
2.39:1.  additional options including user-adjustable settings 
will be available in a future free firmware update.  the [GuiDe] 
button will highlight in green when active and indicate current 
selected frame guide (1.85, 2.39, 1.33).  the native aspect ratio 
of the HD video image is 16:9, or 1.78:1.

LUT

LUT  when using a raw record option arriraw, canon raw 
and sony Fs700 raw display as debayered log images.  
Odyssey7Q uses manufacturers’ lut (image look up table) 
to properly adjust signal to rec709 standard.  a future free 
firmware update will allow various viewing luts to be applied 
to the image on the OleD panel, to the HD video outputs, and/
or to the recorded files.

OLED MONITOR SETTINGS
BRIGHTNESS:

CONTRAST:

BACKLIGHT:

COLOR GAMUT:

AUTO FLIP:

50%

50%

HIGH

REC 709

ON
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odyssey7Q Menus (Continued)

FocUs

FOCUS   tapping button activates Focus assist.  Holding button brings 
up the Focus assist settings.  there are three styles of Focus 
assist available.

[EDGE + VIDEO] shows video image with sharp edges 
highlighted in color.  also know as peaking.

[EDGE ONLY] shows only the sharp edges, clearly highlighting 
only aspects of the frame that are in focus.

[EDGE ENHANCED] shows some picture information for 
framing, with sharp edges highlighted in color.
to tune the Focus assist to your personal preference, adjust 
sensitivity of the high, midrange and low frequencies.  then 
select a preference for edge color (red, green, blue).  the 
highlighted color edges can also be set to pulse.  the [FOcus] 
button will highlight in green when active.

zooM

ZOOM  the native resolution of the Odyssey7Q panel in the HD 
video image area is 1280x720.  in the Odyssey7Q, all formats 
are converted to 1920x1080 before being fed to the OleD 
panel.  tapping button activates pixel Zoom. the [ZOOM] 
button will highlight in green when active and indicate current 
magnification (1:1, 2:1).

Zoom is now a tri-state button, and cycles through Zoom 
(OFF), 1:1 and 2:1. if 1:1 or 2:1 is selected, press and drag/move 
screen to select zoom area. tap anywhere inside the ZOOM 
area box to center the image.

coordinates are remembered until powered off.

TiMEcodE

00:12:16:04 at the center of the lower tool bar is a counter displaying 
timecode.  this counter displays hours, minutes, seconds and 
frames in the format 00:00:00:00.

ZOOM AREA
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FALsE

FALSE  tapping button activates False color.  Holding button brings 
up False color settings.  False color is an exposure reference 
tool, attributing different colors to various brightness portions 
of the image.  available colors are red, yellow, Green, blue and 
purple.  an HD video signal is measured in a scale from 0 to 
109, often marked as a % or with the suffix ire.

in the chart below, note that while the different colors are 
designed to indicate certain ranges, these ranges are user-
adjustable for personal exposure preferences.  red, being the 
“white clipping” indicator will appear for any part of the image 
at the user-set exposure value and above, up to the highest 
brightness of the image (109%).  yellow will appear from the 
user-set exposure value up to the bottom of the red exposure 
range.  purple is the bottom of the exposure range, so it will 
appear for any part of the image at the user-set exposure 
value or below.  blue will appear from the user-set exposure 
value to the top of the purple exposure range.  as Green is in a 
middle range of exposure, the top and bottom of its range can 
be set.  it is possible to overlap some of the exposure ranges, 
at which point some of the colors will not appear. Other parts 
of the image are rendered in varying densities of gray.  there 
is a reference bar at the bottom of the image indicating the 
exposure range each color represents.

coLoR PREsET AdjUsTMEnT RAngE inTEndEd indicATion

reD 90% & up 70-109% white clipping

yellOw 70% & up 70-109% near overexposure

Green 38-45% 30-70% Middle grey or skin tone

blue 10% & belOw 0%-30% black underexposure

purple 5% & belOw 0%-15% black clipping

zEBRA

ZEBRA tapping button activates Zebra.  Holding button opens 
Zebra settings.  a Zebra stripe (//////) is an exposure tool to 
indicate any part of the image that is at or above a particular 
brightness.  adjustment range for the Zebra setting is 70-109%.  
a future free firmware update will add a second Zebra stripe 
option.

odyssey7Q Menus (Continued)
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odyssey7Q Menus (Continued)

WFM (WAvEFoRM)

WFM  tapping button activates waveform.  the waveform is based 
on the signal shown on the Odyssey7Q OleD.  when in Multi-
stream mode, if two signals are selected then the waveform 
can be used to compare two side-by-side images.

Holding button brings up waveform settings.  a waveform 
is an exposure tool used for measuring the brightness of 
the image throughout the frame.  it can be set for overall 
brightness [luMa], with the three primary colors separated 
and displayed individually [rGb paraDe], or as the individual 
primary colors only [reD] [Green] [blue].  the waveform 
can be displayed across the full width of the image display 
or in the lower right corner.  with the large display, the rGb 
paraDe shows three individual waveforms side by side in 
the appropriate colors, while in the small display mode they 
are overlapped.  the HD video image is visible behind the 
waveform at all times for image reference.  a graticule overlay 
indicates exposure value references in 20% increments from 
0%-100%, with an additional reference at 109%.

hisT (hisTogRAM)

HIST  tapping button activates Histogram.  Holding button brings up 
Histogram settings.  a Histogram is an exposure tool indicating 
brightness by volume of image across a horizontal plane.  the 
brighter the image the farther it is to the right.  the more of an 
image registering at a particular brightness the taller the line 
graph at that brightness.  it can be set for overall brightness 
[luMa], with the three primary colors separated and displayed 
individually [rGb paraDe], or as the individual primary colors 
only [reD] [Green] [blue].

the Histogram can be displayed across the full width of the 
image display or in the lower right corner.  with the large 
display, the rGb paraDe shows three individual Histograms 
one above another in the appropriate colors, while in the small 
display mode they are overlapped.  the HD video image is 
visible behind the Histogram at all times for image reference. 

hidE (hidE MEnUs & scREEn ovERLAys/ vidEo)

HIDE  tapping HiDe will hide the screen overlays. Holding HiDe 
will bring up the overlay settings. this allows you to choose 
betwween hiding the menu overlays or the video display. 
when HiDe is in use, touching the screen will cancel the HiDe 
function.
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odyssEy

Sub-Menu 1 Sub-Menu 2 Sub-Menu 3 Option Description Additional Information

set

activation

unit enter Key 
or ‘OK’

For registering Odyssey7Q  
(required) tap to reveal a key code 

prompt.

to activate the Odyssey7Q af-
ter initial purchase, go to www.
Odyssey7Q.info to register the 
unit.  Once this is completed, 
anytime one wishes to purchase 
a recording option, return to 
the convergent Design website 
and follow the prompts.  the 
website will present a code 
which can then be entered into 
the Odyssey7Q on the [acti-
VatiOn] menu page.  to see 
if a selection has already been 
enabled, tap on that option’s 
button to see if [actiVe] ap-
pears.

Fs700 raw

enter Key 
or ‘ac-
tiVe’

raw output of sony Fs700

canon raw On raw output of canon c500

arriraw → raw output of arri aleXa

HD/2K raw raw output of various indus-
trial cameras

Multi-stream record up to four HD signals  
simultaneously

DeMO MODe: all aVailable recOrD OptiOns are FunctiOnal in a DeMO MODe, but iF tHe OptiOn Has nOt been actiVateD tHe iMaGe 
FOr tHat OptiOn will appear witH a larGe blue bar “waterMarK” On screen wHen recOrDinG.  tHis bar is recOrDeD in tHe iM-

aGe File.

time → → set the appropriate time.

Date → → set the appropriate date.

reset
Menu

→
restore all default settings.

Metadata resets metadata fields

ssD’s

Format 

ssD 1
→ → permanently erases every-

thing on ssD1. FORMATTING IS A DESTRUC-
TIVE PROCESS AND WILL 
ERASE ANY FILES CURRENTLY 
ON THE SSD.  BE SURE TO 
DOWNLOAD ALL FILES BE-
FORE FORMATTING.  

Format

 ssD 2

→ → permanently erases every-
thing on ssD2.

Format both → → permanently erases every-
thing from both cards.

recover ssD1 → → non-destructively recovers /
rebuilds file system of ssD1 Use only in extreme cases 

(such as if a computer corrupts 
the SSD’s file system).recover ssD2 → → non-destructively recovers /

rebuilds file system of ssD2

Formatting should be performed at the start of use of any new ssDs and the start of any new project.  recovery is for when 
the ssD was not properly dismounted from the Odyssey7Q.  this includes physically removing the ssD without running the 
eject sequence, sudden loss of power to the Odyssey7Q or improper powering down of the Odyssey7Q.  the recover pro-
cess accesses any incomplete files on the ssD and, when possible, properly closes them.  
NOTE: FORMATTING OF SSDS SHOULD ALWAYS BE PERFORMED ON THE ODYSSEY7Q.

abOut → → →

Displays the firmware ver-
sion, serial number, warranty 
status, and which Options are 
activated.

Check the website regularly 
to ensure you are running the 
current firmware.

odyssey7Q Menus (Continued)

http://www.Odyssey7Q.info
http://www.Odyssey7Q.info
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sETUP

sub-Menu 1 sub-Menu 2 sub-Menu 3 Option Description additional information

MOnitOr  recOrD

apple prores 
422 (HD) → → 10-bit apple prores 422 HQ 

220Mb compressed

this determines the type 
of signal coming into the 
Odyssey7Q and notes how 
it is to be recorded.  note 
that some of these selec-
tions are paid optional 
record functions and if not 
licensed in the unit will 
output with a “watermark” 
over the image.

4:2:2/4:4:4  
4:4:4 (.DpX) → →

standard HD video in 4:2:2 or 
4:4:4, recorded as 4:4:4 .DpX 
stacks (note .DpX stacks are  
always saved as 4:4:4)

Fs700 raw  
raw (.DnG) → →

Fs700 raw data saved as 
.DnG stacks

canOn raw  
raw (.rMF) → →

canon c500 raw data saved 
as .rMF files

arriraw  
raw (.ari) → →

arri aleXa raw data saved 
in .ari files

Multi-streaM 
4:2:2 → →

up to four HD video signals 
viewed at once (note Multi-
stream recording will be an  
option at a later time; Multi-
stream Monitoring is included 
with the Odyssey7Q) 

Fs700 4K to 
apple prores 

422 (HD)
→ → 10-bit apple prores 422 HQ 

220Mb compressed

4:2:2 / 4:4:4 sOurce

arri → →

noting the brand of cam-
era allows the Odyssey7Q 
to interact properly with 
the signal.

canOn → →

panasOnic → →

reD → →

sOny Fs700 → →

sOny OtHer → →

OtHer → →

this tells the Odyssey7Q the type of camera sending a standard HD 
video signal.  Manufacturers use different protocols for sending record 
triggers, metadata and timecode.  they also define their image lOG 
curves differently, which effects how the Odyssey7Q can correctly lut 
the signal.  additionally there are some specific signal variants for cer-
tain frame rates that are particular to individual camera designs.  

odyssey7Q Menus (Continued)
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REcoRd

dropdown sub-item sub-Menu 3 option description Additional information

triGGer

rec button → → record button on Odyssey7Q 
upper tool bar  

camera → → record triggers on camera 
cues the Odyssey7Q

compatible cameras in-
clude canon c300, XF305, 
sony F3, Fs700, arri 
aleXa (via sDi remote 
camera setting).

timecode Future Free Firmware Update

remote → → Future Free Firmware Update

clip (clip name) (clip#) 
(aaaaaaaa)(000) → →

enter in clip naming conven-
tion.  will increase sequentially 
with each clip.

with arriraw and canon 
raw, the clip name is set 
by the camera. 

prOJect Frame rate

Follows input →
Default setting; aligns to the  
incoming frame rate for all 
frames rates 60p and below. Determines playback 

frame rate onto ssDs.  it 
can follow the source 
frame rate or be set to a 
specific record frame rate.  
the [FOllOws input] 
default setting aligns to 
the incoming frame rate for 
all frames rates 60p and 
below.  above this rate, 
the default project rate for 
100/200fps is 25fps and 
for 120/240fps the default 
project rate is 24fps.  this 
is to allow an even divi-
sion of frames so that the 
timeline file will play back 
smoothly.

23.98 Fps →

24.00 Fps →

25.00 Fps →

29.97 Fps →

30.00 Fps →

48.00 Fps →

50.00 Fps →

59.94 Fps →

60.00 Fps →

odyssey7Q Menus (Continued)
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inPUTs

sub-Menu 1 sub-Menu 2
sub-Menu 3

option description Additional information

auDiO channels 2 sDi

currently limited to two chan-
nels of sDi or HDMi embed-
ded audio.  this menu will 
be expanded in a future free 
firmware update.

tiMecODe source

sDi 2 at high frame rates, some 
cameras will not generate  
timecode.  in these cases 
the Odyssey7Q will 
generate a record run 
timecode from its internal 
clock.

arri: ltc not supported 
in arriraw

ltc ltc ltc to 6 pin via remote port 
and adaptor cable.

seeD / rec run →

oUTPUTs

sub-Menu sub-Menu 2 sub-Menu 3 option description Additional information

rec tally
On → → Green tally = ready activates tally signal over sDi 

when Odyssey7Q is recording.Off → → red tally = recording

leGaliZeD
On → → Only displayed in raw Modes 

(arri, canon, sony), not DpX or 
4:22/4:4:4OFF → →

congratulations!  you are through the Menu.  everything is easier from here.

odyssey7Q Menus (Continued)
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Mechanical drawings
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All Convergent Design products are available through our worldwide dealer network. Visit 
http://www.convergent-design.com/Dealers.aspx to find our nearest authorized dealer

PoWER sUPPLy oPTions

the Odyssey7Q can accept Dc power ranging from 6.5-34v.  this means that small camcorder 
batteries, large camera bricks and even large block batteries or belts can be used to power the 
device.

Depending on monitor and record modes, the power draw from the Odyssey7Q can range from 
8-15w.  even small camcorder batteries can power the Odyssey7Q for several hours.

the Odyssey7Q is supplied with a convergent Design ac power supply (replacement part cD-
OD-ac-ps).  this is a universal switching power supply that can be used throughout the world, 
and comes complete with several interchangeable plug connectors.  Only use a convergent 
Design ac power supply on the Odyssey7Q.

the Odyssey7Q uses a Neutrik 3-pin connector for power input.  convergent Design has 
modified this connector for reliability, strength, and protection from shorting.  convergent 
Design supplies cables to 3rd party manufacturers of battery plates and other Odyssey7Q 
accessories.  

ONLY USE A CONVERgENT DESIgN POWER CABLE ON THE ODYSSEY7Q.

convergent design offers four optional power cables for the odyssey7Q.

anton bauer 12v power cable to Odyssey7Q (18”)   cd-od-dTAP d-Tap  
Xlr-4 (generic 12v) power cable to Odyssey7Q (18”)   cd-od-XLR  
Fischer-3 (arri 24v) power cable to Odyssey7Q (18”)  cd-od-Fischer 
Flying lead (bare wire pigtail) power cable to Odyssey7Q (36”)  cd-od-Flying 

BATTERy oPTions

convergent Design offers a basic rechargeable battery and charger solution.  Our small four-
cell lithium ion battery can be velcroed to the back of the Odyssey7Q and will power it for 
3-4 hours.  Our universal switching charger will recharge a battery in about three hours.  
also available is a basic rear plate for the Odyssey7Q that accepts sony l-series camcorder 
batteries.

Odyssey 4-cell li-ion battery, 14.8v, 45wH    CD-OD-BATT  
Odyssey battery charger, input 110-240Vac, 50/60hz, output 1.5a CD-OD-CHRG 
Odyssey battery plate for sony l-series batteries   CD-OD-LPlate 

convergent design accessories
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Third-Party accessories

Convergent Design works with numerous manufacturers for additional support products for the 
Odyssey7Q.  While we have provided information and support, Convergent Design makes no 
claim and accepts no responsibility in the use of these products.  These products are available 
through these manufacturers’ own dealers.  This list also does not cover the ever-expanding 
number of products and manufacturers supporting the Odyssey7Q.

sATA AdAPTERs

ThUndERBoLT seagate GoFlex Model stae128 or stae129  we have 
measured 325-375Mb/sec transfer rates to a fast raiD 
drive, depending on your configuration.

UsB 2.0 / 3.0 seagate GoFlex Model stae104 or calvary usb 3.0 
adapter, Model causM2001.  an expresscard 34 to usb 
3.0 adapter may be required for full usb 3.0 compatibility. 
However, usb 2.0 works fine to copy firmware updates to 
the ssD.

MoUnTing And BATTERy PLATEs

Ocean Video manufactures the enduropower mounting plate with anton bauer Gold Mount or 
iDX V-lock battery mounts.  the enduropower plate includes numerous threaded mounting 
points for accessories.

nebtek manufacturers the Odyssey7 power cage with anton bauer Gold Mount or iDX 
V-lock battery mounts, or dual camcorder battery mounts for sony, JVc canon or panasonic 
compatible batteries.  the Odyssey7 power cage includes numerous threaded mounting points 
for accessories.

soFT cAsE

portabrace manufactures the Flat screen Monitor case – convergent Design, which is made 
of waterproof nylon taslan.  Velcro flaps allow access to all sides and an integrated hood folds 
down as a screen protector.

oLEd scREEn PRoTEcToR

pro K solutions manufacturers the Ocp optically clear protection stick-on / peel-off screen 
protector for the Odyssey7Q.  the Ocp is scratch-resistant, washable and will not interfere with 
the OleD’s touchscreen functionality.
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Release notes Odyssey7Q Firmware 1.1.105

-Playback of “Fs700Raw to hd” is often shifted, or does not playback correctly. 
*note the recorded files are correct, this is simply a playback issue in this “mode”  
*note that if the files are played back under “4:2:2 prores HD” the files will playback correctly. 
-this will be corrected with the next firmware release. 

-Playback in all Raw Recording / hd Recording does repeat when the clip reaches the end of the file. 

-Playback in all Raw Recording / hd Recording can occasionally have artifacts in the video when the clip 
reaches the end of the file in playback. 

-Loop Play does not currently supported at this time.
-this will be corrected with the next firmware release. 

-occasionally Recordings done in hd with a PsF source can have shifted video for the first second of 
recording, after this the video will be correct. 
*note convergent Design always recommends to pre and post roll on any take to avoid any potential issues. 
-this will be corrected with the next firmware release. 

-Fs700 RAW (4k / 2k cinema dng ) Files are not currently supported in Adobe Products. 

-viewing LUT when recording hd compressed / Uncompressed Log video is not currently support.

-occasionally when a ssd is connected to Mac osX Mavericks via Thunderbolt, the first clip may not appear, 
simply remove the ssd, then reconnect, and the clip will appear.  

-in extremely rare instance, when recording hd compressed, a file will be corrupted. 
-this will be corrected with the next firmware release. 

-The sdi output when recording canon Raw Quad hd (3840x2160 RAW) or 12 Bit, or 10 Bit RgB 4:4:4 dPX 
from the c500 will be RgB 4:4:4.
-this will be corrected to 4:2:2 with the next firmware release. 

-occasionally when switching between RAW recording and hd Recording a ssd countdown may occur. 
*note if this occurs, simply remove and reinsert the ssD, or power down and power up the unit. 
-this will be corrected to with the next firmware release. 

-double tap has been disabled due to the new zoom conflicting with the touch, now Monitor button is 
Full>1:1>2:1>Full.

-When viewing the histogram, or Waveform monitor at the start of a record, occasionally the display markers 
will go away, but return at the end of the record. 
-this will be corrected to 4:2:2 with the next firmware release. 
-playback audio may differ when playing back on the unit at HD 50/60p 

-Playback of Raw then ProRes Files does not work 
* note (playback must always match current mode, for example : prores to playback prores) 

-The monitor may display a black image if the camera output does not match the correct odyssey7Q mode. 
720p or any sd source.
-this will be corrected to with the next firmware release. 
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Release notes Odyssey7Q Firmware 1.1.105

-in 4k Raw (canon c500 and Fs700) the live image is a letterbox from the 4k steam, thus the live image will be 
slightly to the top left. 

-in Fs700 4kRaw to hd the scaled image is a center cut of the 4k Raw signal, thus it may be slightly to the left 
compared to the internal media.

-If the update fails for any reason please power off the Odyssey repower it and run the update again. 

noT sUPPoRTEd AT This TiME

-Fs700 4K 100 / 120
-Fs700 4K 50/60p 4K2HD prores (Only 23.98, 25, 29.97 supported)
-canon 4K Half raw 120
-canon 4K x 1080
-canon “slow and fast” frame rates, included HD 100 / 120
-canon 2K / 1080p 12 bit 50 / 60
-Filenames matching the camera when recording DpX (10 / 12 bit) or HD prores. 
-prores 1080p 50 / 59.94
-prores 2K 23.98-30
-prores 4K 23.98-30
-Multistream recording

nEW cinEMA dng REcoMMEndEd sETTings / dAvinci REsoLvE.

Fs700 REsoLvE WoRkFLoW sETTings

Fs700raw slog2 (slog) picture profile settings (recorded profile from the camera.)

-under EdiT cinEMAdng codEc
-Decode Quality Full Res.
-Decode using cinemadng default
-white balance As shot (Greyed out)
-color space Rec709 (Greyed out)
-Gamma Rec709 (Greyed out)
-select highlight Recovery off (not needed)

-Fs_700raw_slOG.cube
new sLog2 file has been created and should match Avchd.

-rec709 looking file
Rec709 Lut is still needed This will result in a Rec709 looking file
(new LUT is still currently in process) 
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Fs700raw rec709 (it709) picture profile settings  (recorded profile from the camera)

-under EdiT cinEMAdng codEc
-Decode Quality Full Res.
-Decode using cLiP*
-white balance As shot
-color space Rec709
-Gamma Rec709
-select highlight Recovery (not needed) 

*cinemadng default, or camera Metadata can also be used for this setting. 

(no Lut is needed) 

FiRMWARE FiXEs

-tearing in the live image
-False triggering with Fs700 when formating media in the camera
-False triggering with Fs700 when switching between 2K240 and 2K24
-live image white balance issue Fs700 2K raw
-playback now correctly matches project rate
-playback would be shorter than the record when recording high speed.
-improved sDi source detection when changing frame rates with Odyssey connected.
-Display artifacts often seen as a “missing line in the display”
-recorded artifacts in the video when recording Fs700 raw.
-picture profile detection with the Fs700
-Frame rate detection with canon c500 has been improved
-ssD detection on insertion and power up has been greatly improved. 

Release notes Odyssey7Q Firmware 1.1.105
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Release notes Odyssey7Q Firmware 1.11.100

nEW FEATUREs (ALL ModEs)

zooM MEMoRy
when using pixel Zoom, the screen coordinates in 1:1 and 2:1 zoom modes are remembered 
from previous use.  Drag with finger on OleD display to position zoom window.  window will 
return to same position upon returning to pixel Zoom setting.  reset zoom window to center by 
tapping frame reference map in lower right corner.  coordinates retained until changing record 
mode or powering down Odyssey7Q.

MULTi-sTREAM
Multi-stream interface updated with a/b/c/D input selector buttons.  Multi-stream initializes 
in Quad split view (display divided into four separate images).  tap a, b, c, or D buttons to 
select a single input for full screen display.  inputs can be directly switched to by selecting the 
corresponding button without need to scan through other inputs.  to return to Quad split view, 
tap on the currently selected input to de-select it.

sony Fs700 REcoRd oPTion
Fs700 4K -> HD prores (4K2HD)

4K2HD in REC709 (800%)
added support for rec709 (800%) gamma setting.  On Fs700, in picture profile menu, select 
a pp with Gamma set to itu709(800%).  this setting increases Dynamic range in highlights by 
three stops.

4K2HD LUTs
added lut function in 4K2HD mode.  if s-lOG2 or rec709 (800%) is selected as camera 
gamma, tapping lut button applies a lut to adjust viewed image to a standard rec709 
without altering the recording.  lut is applied to the OleD display as well as sDi and HDMi 
outputs.

FiXEs & iMPRovEMEnTs

ALL ModEs

•	Menu	setting	MEnU » oUTPUTs » MoniToRing changed to ovERLAys to more accurately 
reflect function.  On/off setting enables/disables image analysis tools such as waveform and 
False color to output over video signal to sDi and HDMi outputs.

•	Waveform	and	Histogram	markers	remain	available	during	recording
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MULTi-sTREAM
•	 Fixed support for psF input signals (1080psf 23.976/24/25/29.97)

PRoREs(hQ)
•	 reduced extremely rare file corruption occurrence on particular units.  error only occurs after 

more than one hour of continuous recording and even then it is a rare event.
•	 HDMi input expanded from legalized to full range
•	 Fixed “Variframe mode detected” compatibility issue with canon c300

4k2hd
•	 reduced color fringing at high contrast edges
•	 reduced noise in dark areas

Apple ProRes(hQ) & 4k2hd
•	 Fixed multiple file playback
•	 Fixed audio channel flipping between prores files within a clip
•	 Fixed end of clip playback freeze of prores files
•	 Fixed playback shift on Odyssey7Q
•	 Fixed timecode accuracy on file transitions within a clip

dPX
•	 Fixed end of clip playback issues

knoWn issUEs

Apple ProRes(hQ) & 4k2hd
- extremely rare file corruption occurrence on particular units.  error only occurs after more 
than one hour of continuous recording and even then it is a rare event.

Apple ProRes(hQ) 
•	 HDMi input audio does not pass through to sDi & HDMi outputs
•	 with HDMi input, repeated use of pixel Zoom can cause file corruption and/or monitored image 

issues.
•	 in playback of HDMi recording on Odyssey, image can show subtle white static.  this artifact is 

not contained in the recorded files.

Release notes Odyssey7Q Firmware 1.11.100
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Release notes Odyssey7Q Firmware 1.11.100

Fs700 RAW
•	 200fps material plays back at incorrect speed.  all frames are recorded correctly.

cAnon RAW
•	 playback of 50p & 60p material jittery.  this artifact is not contained in the recorded files.

cAnon RAW & ARRiRAW
•	 HDMi out not functioning.

MULTi-sTREAM
•	 when de-selecting an input to return to Quad split view, the de-selected input can sometimes 

appear horizontally stretched within the Quad split.
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Limited Warranty
convergent Design warrants Odyssey7Q, and all included accessories, against defects in 
material and workmanship for a period of one year for registered units, and 3 months (for units 
used as rentals) from the original date of purchase. 

convergent Design disclaims all other warranties. 

convergent Design will not be liable for damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, 
compensation or reimbursement on account of failure of the unit, or any of its accessories, or 
its recording media, external storage systems, or any other media or storage systems to record 
or playback content of any type. also convergent Design will not be liable for a failure of the 
unit to properly record or play back for any reason. convergent Design’s total liability, in all 
cases, is limited to the actual purchase price.

if you discover a defect, please refer to our return Merchandise policy below. 

During the warranty period, convergent Design, at its option, will repair or replace product or 
product components, which in its opinion prove defective, provided the unit is returned, freight 
charges prepaid, to convergent Design. parts and components used in the repair process may 
be recycled or repaired, at convergent Design’s sole discretion. this warranty service will be 
performed at no charge to the registered owner, provided the product is shipped prepaid to 
convergent Design. 

convergent Design reserves the right to determine whether a needed repair is subject to the 
warranty as per its provisions stated herein. transit damage caused by inadequate packing 
violates the warranty. the warranty will be void if, in the opinion of convergent Design, the 
product has been damaged through accident, misuse, misapplication, or as a result of service 
or modification not authorized in writing by convergent Design.

Opening the unit and breaking the warranty seals, voids the warranty, unless specifically 
authorized in advance by convergent Design. 

THE FOLLOWING ARE NOT COVERED UNDER WARRANTY, AND ARE ITEMS FOR WHICH 
CONVERGENT DESIGN DOES NOT ACCEPT ANY RESPONSIBILITY:

•	 Damage	due	to	the	use	of	an	AC	power	supply,	other	than	the	one	supplied,	or	use	of	
any inappropriate power source.

•	 Damage	due	to	overheating	conditions.	The	unit	will	attempt	to	shut	down,	if	powered	
on, in the event of overheating, before damage can occur.

•	 Damage	due	to	exposure	to	water,	or	other	liquids,	or	excessive	dust	or	sand.

•	 Damage	caused	by	dropping	or	other	rough	handling.

•	 Damage	caused	by	any	overvoltage	conditions	or	reverse	voltage	conditions.

•	 Any	physical	damage	to	the	OLED	and/or	Touch	Screen	including	scratches.

•	 Damage	to	any	connector	by	using	excessive	force	or	rough	handling.

•	 Any	loss	or	corruption	of	video	or	audio	data	recorded	on	the	unit,	or	any	loss	or	
corruption of data that is in any way associated with the Odyssey7Q.
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© 2014 convergent Design, inc. - all rights reserved.
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